Cardio Tennis
HEALTH & FITNESS

Heart-Pumping Fitness

Cardio Tennis, now managed by the
USTA, continues to encourage fitness
and a connection to the sport.
By Kent Oswald

C

National Campus in Orlando, Fla.
Harper, a TIA Global Cardio Tennis
Training Team member since 2009, has
plans for the USTA to answer one question regarding growth: “How can we
support [all] programs that are running
tennis-based fitness?”
Harper says he recognizes that the
success of the branded product at inspiring a “tennis as fitness” movement
has encouraged others to adapt the
ideas. He does not envision his program
changing how it teaches Cardio Tennis,
but he believes that when the goal is to
encourage fitness and a connection to

tennis, flexibility is desirable.
For example, in an attempt to be
more inclusive and recognizing that
heart monitors have been for some the
most controversial of the course’s eight
parts, there is consideration about
relaxing it as a requirement. The structure of the course won’t change, but
there will be no mandate around how it
has to be delivered.
Unlike juniors, or league play, or high
performance—all of which have specific
forums where specialists can share best
practices or work together on professional development—Cardio Tennis is
not a featured industry sector. Harper’s
vision, and the USTA’s goal, is to change
that, and make it a more robust product
that facilities and teaching pros can use
throughout the industry.
That is the bird’s-eye view of where
Cardio Tennis is going. On the ground,
it has proven itself time and again.
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ardio Tennis is celebrating
its quinceañera. Launched
in 2005 through a joint effort by the Tennis Industry
Association and the U.S.
Tennis Association, the tennis-based
fitness program has found a home in
facilities throughout the world.
Managed for 14 years by the TIA,
a 2019 agreement brought Cardio
Tennis into the USTA’s newly created
Program Development department
within Community Tennis. The USTA
then hired Michael Harper as Cardio
Tennis manager, based at the USTA

Launched by the TIA and
USTA in 2005, Cardio Tennis
is now offered at facilities
throughout the world.
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The retention rate for Cardio Tennis is very high. Once we draw
players in, they rarely leave the program. It’s a great crossover for many players
adding to their current clinics or lessons.

Upper St. Clair, Pa.
As much as the backhands of Roger
Federer, Rafael Nadal and Novak
Djokovic can vary—except in terms of
effectiveness—so can the people who
successfully teach Cardio Tennis—
except in terms of dedication.
“The passion I have for Cardio
Tennis and love of this product is what
makes the Upper St. Clair [Pa.] Tennis
Development Program so strong,” says
TRX/Cardio Tennis Director Marcy
Bruce.
Bruce teaches the members of her
staff to bring passion and consistency
to each class, along with their own
personality and style. She teaches them
to follow the formula she learned from
former TIA Cardio Tennis Global Education Director Michele Krause and
others in order to create a group energy
and contagion that keeps players coming back.

Retention is consistently mentioned
as one of the benefits of successful
Cardio Tennis programs, sometimes
even before the extra revenue from
putting more players on a court. For
Bruce’s suburban Pittsburgh club, “The
retention rate is very high. Once we
draw players in, they rarely leave the
program. It’s a great crossover for many
players adding to their current clinics
or lessons.
“We usually draw players who played
college and high school tennis and want
to come back to play the game and may
be a bit rusty,” Bruce adds. “They tend
to start with Cardio Tennis and absolutely love the experience. Why? They
get lots of touches on the ball and raise
their confidence playing the game they
once played at a high level through high
school or even in college.”
In pre-coronavirus times, the
10-court facility (six covered in winter)

would host about eight Cardio Tennis classes each week. Whether day or
evening, the structure varied slightly,
based on the attendees. Mixed in are
“new to cardio” classes, in addition to
sessions geared for players in the 2.5 to
3.5 range, along with classes calibrated
for players at 4.0 and above who have
been participating in Cardio Tennis
training for a while. Generally, six
to eight people are on one court, but
two-court, two-instructor sessions can
engage up to 18 players at one time.
The result, says Bruce, is a program
that has been an attractive offering.
“As far as the future,” she says, “I
think we will continue to be consistent
and fill the classes we offer.”
Genesis Health Clubs
A particular benefit of Cardio Tennis
is how adaptable it is to circumstances,
whether this means different numbers
of players showing up for a session,
different skill levels of the players, a
change in available court space, or even
changed social circumstances.
With respect to current health
concerns, Mike Woody, national tennis
director of the Midwest chain Genesis
Health Clubs, believes, “Cardio Tennis
will provide a health outlet for players
to get a workout and still maintain social distancing. ... We need to remember that a tennis court occupies almost
7,200 square feet of space.”
As business gets back to normal,
Woody envisions building on what has
been a successful offering. Many of the
individual Genesis clubs—which mix
tennis, fitness, programs like yoga and

Cardio Tennis has the
potential to be the most
lucrative class for both the
individual teaching pro
and the facility.
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This obviously hit a nerve . People wanted to work out and tennis was an incredible way
to do it at any model. Cardio Tennis as a product did very well even during the recession, with
17 percent participation growth over the last 10 to 15 years.

providing a healthy, safe workout.”
To further differentiate what Cardio
Tennis is and isn’t, Genesis uses the
“orange Cardio Tennis ball” in order
to enhance enjoyment for all levels of
players. The clubs also utilize heart rate
monitors to let players record their
workout and inspire them to work hard
and stay safe.
Times may change, and the program
will adapt, but Woody is constant in
his belief in the program’s benefits, because for Genesis, it serves as “a bridgebuilder between a lifelong sport and
fitness/cardiovascular training. Cardio
Tennis brings the fun and surprise to
working out.”
Crooked Creek, Milton, Ga.
According to Rebecca Jameson, a
member of the Cardio Tennis Global
Training Team, Cardio Tennis is, “a
cornerstone of any well-rounded tennis

program.” Specifically, for the 11-court
residential tennis facility that Sceney
Tennis manages at Crooked Creek in
Milton, Ga., it has been part of building
a unique culture.
“Veteran attendees take new players
under their wing to show them the
ropes,” Jameson says. “More advanced
players often partner up with beginners
to even out the competition. Creating a
supportive and fun environment akin
to other boutique fitness studios has
been critical to the continued success
of the program.”
The Crooked Creek residential facility
experience has proven an effective way
to bring new players into the program.
“People bring partners, spouses,
teammates, family members and friends
to class knowing that this individual will
have a positive experience, regardless of
skill level,” Jameson says.
During normal times in the Atlanta
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general health awareness—run eight to
10 Cardio Tennis sessions a week, during morning, afternoon, evening and
weekend hours when court time is not
at a premium.
Chainwide, according to Woody,
“Cardio Tennis has impacted our court
utilization and increased revenues at
our club.” For a club offering players of
all ages and skill levels beginner clinics, stroke clinics, league play, private
instruction, junior tennis and special
events, Cardio Tennis still managed to
fill programming gaps and engage both
members and staff.
Woody, like others who run these
programs, is clear on the need for the
staff to believe in these programs and
to see them as complementary and
not contradictory to traditional tennis
offerings. The key, he says, is having “an
energizing professional who believes
in the program and is passionate about
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Michael Harper (at center in
photo below) is the USTA's
Cardio Tennis manager,
working with Cardio Tennis
trainers Thiago Santos and
Rebecca Jameson.

suburb, the club would offer five classes
a week, with morning classes comprised of stay-at-home parents or those
who work from home, and the weekend
and evening sessions drawing competitive tennis players seeking a fitness
workout to add into their drill and
instruction sessions.
From a business standpoint, Cardio
Tennis has the potential to be the most
lucrative class for both the individual
pro and the club. Classes can be formatted to cater to higher ratios of players.
“We regularly have classes of up to 16
people on two courts,” Jameson says.
“Retention rates are also quite high;
around 80 percent of the attendees in
any given class participate in at least
one Cardio Tennis class a week, and
many of them participate in drills and
lessons as well.”
Jameson knows what works for her
club, but is clear-eyed about the need
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for adaptation. “Every club is different,
and it is important for pros to be able
to recognize and adapt to the unique
demands of their club,” she says.
“Cardio Tennis can be adapted
to specific groups of players, from
beginners to seniors. The key is in the
delivery.”
Life Time
Health and wellness brand Life Time’s
National Tennis Director Ajay Pant has
been supportive of Cardio Tennis since
the very beginning.
“This obviously hit a nerve. People
wanted to work out and tennis was an
incredible way to do it at any model,”
Pant says. “Cardio Tennis as a product
did very well even during the recession,
with 17 percent participation growth
over the last 10 to 15 years.”
An avowed fan of the original model,
Pant oversees different variations of

Cardio Tennis throughout Life Time’s
153 clubs (32 of which have significant
tennis offerings), 400 teaching pros
and 352 courts. Clubs can run the original model, targeting new players with
a half-hour complementary orientation, but also focused on the social and
health aspects for 3.0- and 3.5-level
players. A few clubs use a Life Time
trademarked curriculum for HIIT, the
high-intensity interval training that
has blossomed from the Cardio Tennis
tree and lets players run and hit and
run some more.
Teaching pros at some clubs adapt
the standard model to their personality,
preference and audience, for example
using different music, or choosing red
instead of orange balls. A model used
specifically with a smaller court and
red balls finds favor with a “healthy aging” demographic. And a Cardio offering at some clubs once or twice a week
in the morning (provided at no charge)
puts players on multiple courts with
movement and a rotation through a
circuit of mass drills that offers a great
workout, sending the message that
clubs care about their members and
not everything is a financial transaction. Not coincidentally, this provides a
retention boost.
Primarily because Pant believes in
the health benefits for some players of
not just “doing tennis as tennis,” as well
as the revenue and retention benefits,
Life Time “absolutely, unequivocally
will look to expand.” He advocates others reach out to their tennis audience
with this type of exercise regiment, as
well as use Cardio Tennis as a way to
encourage new players to feel more
comfortable with traditional tennis.
Considering the anecdotal evidence,
his own experience and his club’s numbers, Pant is adamant: “We should be
embracing more and more tennis that
embraces the fitness aspect.” •
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